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WRITTEN 

4 TRAFFIC STOPS 12 BAKER ACTS  

WATCH COMMANDER:     DATE: 5.16.2020   
 

TYPE CASE# LOCATION SUMMARY 

Narcotics 20-46315 Rymfire Drive 
and Ryan Drive 

Deputy conducted a traffic stop on a vehicle on Rymfire Drive. Once 
the vehicle pulled over, Deputy observed S1 attempt to change 
seats in the vehicle with S2 (front passenger). While the occupants 
were doing this, the vehicle was not placed in park and the vehicle 
rolled back into the front of Dep. Schmidt’s patrol vehicle. All three 
occupants were removed from the vehicle without further incident. 
See arrests section for charges.  

Domestic 
Disturbance 

20-46355 Prosperity Lane V1 called 911 advising that his girlfriend S1 struck him during a 
verbal altercation. Contact made with S1, who was determined to 
be the primary aggressor and was arrested. S1 also charged with 
violation of a no contact order that is currently active involving the 
same victim on a previous DV arrest.  

Disturbance 
Weapons 

20-46324 289 Southbound Deputies responded to I-95 reference a road rage incident. Contact 
was made with O1 at the southbound weigh station. O1 stated he 
used his firearm after being in fear and shot a round at other 
vehicle. Contact was made with O2, who was driver of other vehicle 
at the Old Dixie exit ramp. O2 stated that O1 shot a round, which 
struck the hood of his vehicle. Both vehicles had damage consistent 
with striking each other during incident. Contact was made with 
FHP who responded. Scene was turned over to FHP after they 
called out FDLE and Investigator.  

Crash (no 
injuries) 

20-46325 Palm Coast Pkwy 
and I95 

FCSO deputy responding to an emergency call for service on I95 at 
the weigh station, lost control of his vehicle due to wet roadway. 
No injuries reported. Vehicle towed to fleet by Johns Towing.  

Crash (no 
injuries) 

20-46315 Rymfire Drive 
and Ryan Drive 

Deputy completed crash report reference above Narcotics call. 
Police Vehicle Damage report made.  

 


